REGISTRATION

Enrollment is limited to 20 active participants and 5 listeners. Applications must be submitted within 30 days before the beginning of the course and will be accepted according to a chronological order. The registration has to be submitted by sending an e-mail to the organizing secretary at the following address: sabrina.nascimbeni@asst-settelaghi.it. The e-mail must include name, surname, date of birth, city and country of the participant as well as the data for the invoice. Once the request of registration has been received, the payment modalities will be provided by e-mail. The final confirmation of the registration will be sent by e-mail only after the receipt of the bank transfer.

COURSE FEE:

Active participant: €2,000,00 (VAT-free)
Listener: €500,00 (VAT-free)

REGISTRATION FEE INCLUDES:
Tuition | Coffee-Breaks | Lunches | Gala Dinner | Certificate of Attendance

CME credits have been assigned by the Italian Ministry of Health. A final test is required to get the credits.

CANCELLATION POLICY
Cancellation received within the registration deadline (30 days before the beginning of the course): 80% refund. Cancellation received beyond the registration deadline: no refund. The name of the participant can be changed within one week prior to the course.
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REGISTRATION

For additional information kindly contact us:
E-mail: informazioni@attingo-edu.it

ACCOMODATIONS & TRAVEL

For additional information kindly contact us:
E-mail: informazioni@attingo-edu.it

INSURANCE
Organizers do not accept responsibility for individual medical, travel or personal expenses. Registrants are strongly advised to take out their own personal insurance policies.
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www.milanomasterclass.it

A confirmation will be sent after receipt of the application form and bank transfer.

Under the auspices of
**DAY 1**
March 21st 2017

08:00 – 08:30   Registration
08:30 – 08:45   Introduction – Target philosophy
08:45 – 09:00   Systematic endoscopic anatomy
08:00 – 08:10   How to get oriented
08:10 – 08:20   Tips & tricks
08:20 – 08:25   My most difficult case
08:25 – 08:35   Systematic endoscopic anatomy
08:35 – 08:40   My most difficult case
08:45 – 13:00  Step-by-step dissection
14:00 – 14:40  Transcribriform window
14:00 – 14:15  Systematic endoscopic anatomy
14:15 – 14:25  How to get oriented
14:25 – 14:35  Tips & tricks
14:35 – 14:40  My most difficult case
14:45 – 18:00  Step-by-step dissection
18:00 – 18:30  Today in summary

**DAY 2**
March 22nd 2017

08:00 – 08:40   Transmaxillary window to PPF, UPS, Nasopharynx and ITF
08:00 – 08:15   Systematic endoscopic anatomy
08:15 – 08:25   How to get oriented
08:25 – 08:35   Tips & tricks
08:35 – 08:40   My most difficult case
08:45 – 13:00  Step-by-step dissection
14:00 – 14:20  Transnasal approach to Parasellar Region
14:00 – 14:10  Systematic endoscopic anatomy
14:10 – 14:15  How to get oriented
14:15 – 14:20  My most difficult case
14:20 – 14:40  Transnasal approach to Orbit and Lateral Frontal Sinus
14:20 – 14:30  Systematic endoscopic anatomy
14:30 – 14:35  How to get oriented
14:35 – 14:40  My most difficult case
14:45 – 18:00  Step-by-step dissection
18:00 – 18:30  Today in summary

**DAY 3**
March 23rd 2017

08:00 – 08:20  Transorbital approaches to the orbit and skull base
08:00 – 08:10  Systematic anatomy
08:10 – 08:15  How to get oriented
08:15 – 08:20  My most difficult case
08:20 – 08:40  Transoral approaches to PPS, ITF and CVJ
08:20 – 08:30  Systematic anatomy
08:30 – 08:35  How to get oriented
08:35 – 08:40  My most difficult case
08:45 – 13:00  Step-by-step dissection
13:00 – 13:30  Closing remarks and welcome to Milano Masterclass 2017

---

**SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME**

---

**FACULTY**

- Anand Vijay | USA
- Battaglia Paolo | Italy
- Bignami Maurizio | Italy
- Castelnuovo Paolo | Italy
- Cappabianca Paolo | Italy
- Dallan Iacopo | Italy
- Frank Giorgio | Italy
- Herman Philippe | France
- Janakiram Narayanan | India*
- Locatelli Davide | Italy
- Nicolai Piero | Italy
- Pasquini Ernesto | Italy
- Stamm Aldo | Brazil
- Stammberger Heinz | Austria
- Tschabitscher Manfred | Austria

**TUTORS**

- Alaa Shawkat | Iraq
- AlQahtani Abdulaziz | Saudi Arabia
- Benet Arnau | USA
- Canevari Frank Rikki | Italy
- De Bernardi Francesca | Italy
- De Notaris Matteo | Italy
- Doglietto Francesco | Italy
- Karlkgkios Apostolos | Italy
- Padoan Giovanni | Italy
- Pistochini Andrea | Italy
- Pozzi Fabio | Italy
- Solari Domenico | Italy
- Schreiber Alberto | Italy
- Tomazic Peter Valent | Austria
- Turri-Zanoni Mario | Italy
- Volpi Luca | Italy

* * Eventual changes in the Programme and Tutors may take place